Comparison of CSEM data for marine, land and borehole
transmitter-receiver arrays
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ABSTRACT

In this study, we compared controlled source electromagnetic response for
marine and land measurement for the reservoir model. Horizontal electric
dipoles are used as a source. The synthetic data calculated for basic reservoir model. The data calculated for the frequencies, 0.1, 1 and 10 Hz.
We performed 1D OCCAM inversion (Key 2009) for each station synthetic
data. The inversion results were combined and they are plotted as a 2D
pseudo resistivity model. The difference of the inversion results for marine
and land data were discussed. Also, we give a short brief about secondary
approach 3D finite-difference CSEM code which to be developed.

Figure 4. Basic 2D reservoir
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INTRODUCTION

The controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM) method has become popular geophysical methods for hydrocarbon investigation. Nowadays, the scientists are developing one-, two– and three-dimensional algorithms for inversion of CSEM data
(Newman and Alumbaugh 1997; Li and Key 2007).
The marine CSEM (mCSEM) method has been ever-increasingly used for the detection of the subsurface resistivity structure. CSEM applications on land has some
problems, such as, acquisition logistics, the need for strong EM sources, economic
competitiveness, noise contamination, air propagation of the signal, and affectation of
the data by local effects or near-surface inhomogeneities (Streich 2009, 2015, Vilamajo et all. 2015).
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Figure 5.a. The inversions of
reservoir model for land and b.
marine measurement
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SYNTHETIC DATA

Figure 1 shows a basic reservoir model. This model consists of a 150 Ohm.m resistive
layer with 150-m thickness located approximately 400 m beneath the seafloor. The surrounding medium is 10 ohm-m homogenous medium. Marine and land CSEM responses are computed for transmitters located at 500-m intervals. We also computed MT response of the model. The total 51 transmitters are used. Figure 2 shows 1D inversion
results of land, marine and magnetotelluric measurement for reservoir model. The
CSEM method advantage is clearly demonstrated for thin resistive layer.

To calculate reservoir model (Fig.4) 7 receivers and 50 transmitters were used. The distance between consecutive receiver is 500
meter. We used 1 and 10 Hz frequencies and
calculated Ex and Ey component for each
transmitter. The resistivity of homogenous
background and reservoir 10 and 150 Ohmm respectively.

Figure 6. Iteration and RMS value
for 1D inversion results

Figure 1. Basic reservoir resistivity
model

The inversions of reservoir model are given
Figure 5.a (land) and Figure 5.b (marine).
The inversion of off-shore data is better
solved near surface, also more smooth model is obtained. The iteration and RMS values
are given Figure 6 for each receiver.

Figure 2. 1D inversion of land, marine and magnetotelluric measurement for reservoir model
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CONCLUSION and FUTURE WORKS

We compared 1D inversion MT and CSEM data for reservoir model. CSEM data inversion found conductive layer close to the real model, while MT data inversion could not resolve conductive leyer as accurate as CSEM. Air effect was discussed with Ex component for marine and land measurement.

(b)

Figure 3. CSEM response of reservoir model given in Fig. 1. Ex component for
marine (dashed) and land (solid) measurements for
The curves of Ex components of marine and land measurement are given Figure 3. Especially, in the far trasnmitters, the phase values are close to zero for land measurement. The resistive layer influences signal phase more strongly in the marine than in
the land case.
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In the future work the source-receiver arrays are investigated for the best resolution. Later, 3D finite difference code is complicated for secondary field approach for horizontal
electric dipole source. In particular, we will focus on the regularization theory for accurate
and fast inversion. Finally, the 3D inversion and monitoring algorithm will be combined.
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